Background {#Sec1}
==========

Cotton, one of the most important crops, has been used extensively in many fields, such as textiles, food consumption and medical use. Cottonseed accounts for approximately two-thirds of the total cotton harvested while the remaining one-third is explained by fiber \[[@CR1]\]. Cottonseed meal is a very good source of protein, and generally less expensive per unit of protein than soybean meal \[[@CR2]\]. Benefiting from effective decrease of free gossypol in cottonseed, cottonseed protein has been regarded as a good food source with well-balanced and high nutritional value \[[@CR3]\]. Cottonseed oil is typically composed of saturated fatty acids (about 1% myristic acid (C14:0), 22% palmitic acid (C16:0), and 3% stearic acid (C18:0) which confer a relatively stable vegetable oil without partial hydrogenation, and enough unsaturated fatty acids (22% oleic acid (C18:1) and 52% linoleic acid (C18:2) which are requisite ingredients for a heart healthy oil \[[@CR4]\]. In addition, cottonseed oil could also be purified to be a kind of alternative fuel for diesel engines \[[@CR5]\].

Using linkage mapping, several studies have been carried out for detecting QTLs associated with cottonseed traits in specifically designed mapping populations \[[@CR6]--[@CR10]\]. However, limited recombination events and low genetic diversity in the designed population are major obstacles to distinguishing more QTLs at fine level by conventional linkage mapping \[[@CR11]\]. The genome-wide association study (GWAS), as an alternative strategy, has been proved to be an effective way to identify genetic variants underlying traits at a relatively finer resolution in maize, rice, soybean, sesame, and other crops \[[@CR11]--[@CR13]\]. Badigannavar et al. used the GWAS successfully to detect genetic diversity, population structure and variants associated with cottonseed quality traits \[[@CR14]\], but this study based on AFLP markers, and might lose precision and power due to relatively small number of markers. Currently, the availability of draft genome sequence of the G. *raimondii*, *G. arboreum* and the *G. hirsutum* provides a crucial groundwork for identification, isolation and manipulation of important cotton functional genes controlling agronomic, yield, and quality traits \[[@CR15]--[@CR20]\]. Due to the narrow genetic basis and the characteristic of allotetraploid genome, it is difficult to discover or design polymorphic molecular marker in cotton, however, as the development of high-throughput DNA sequencing technology, it has been possible to discover a large number of SNPs \[[@CR21], [@CR22]\] saturated in the entire cotton genome; as a result, GWAS could be conducted for exploring intricate genetic architecture of most cotton traits of interested, which is mostly referred to the underlying genetic basis and variation properties of a trait, and usually depicted by the associated QTLs and their genetic effects including additive, dominance, epistasis and their interactions with environments \[[@CR23]\].

Generally, most GWAS approaches are based on simple additive or additive and dominance effects models \[[@CR24], [@CR25]\], ignoring the fact that both the polygenic interaction (epistasis) and the gene × environment interaction are involved in the genetic variation of a complex trait substantially; as a result, these methods are not effective for detecting many minor-effect loci and paired epistatic loci and will result in the problem of missing heritability \[[@CR26]--[@CR28]\]. Zeng et al. (2016) investigated the association between SNPs of *GhSus* family genes and fiber- and seed-related traits in 277 upland cotton accessions based on an epistatic association mapping (EAM) model, which included main-effects, epistatic effects and one-dimensional gene × environment interaction effect. However, their study only focused on some specific genes, it's still very valuable to explore the whole genetic architecture of the cottonseed traits across entire AD genomes \[[@CR29]\]. In this study, we employed a newly proposed method, which could analyze single-locus effects, epistatic effects, and their interaction effects with environments simultaneously, to conduct the GWAS for seven cottonseed traits (protein content, oil content, myristic acid, palmitic acid, stearic acid, oleic acid, and linoleic acid), based on the phenotype of 316 accessions in 3 different locations and the genotype of \~ 390 k SNPs. This study aims to uncover the complicate genetic architecture of cottonseed traits and predict the breeding potential of the detected genetic variants in genetic improvement of target traits.

Results {#Sec2}
=======

Population structure and LD analysis {#Sec3}
------------------------------------

According to the results of the population structure analysis, the total cotton accessions could be classified into two subgroups (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Figure S2). The half LD decay distance measured by the average correlation coefficient (*r*^2^) of pairwise SNPs decreases to the half of its maximum value (Additional file [2](#MOESM2){ref-type="media"}: Figure S3) was \~ 160 kb, in the range of maize (\~ 500 kb) and rice (\~ 123 kb in *Indica* rice landrace and \~ 167 kb in *Japonica* rice landrace) \[[@CR30], [@CR31]\], which is in concert with the result expected for cotton as a species of often cross-pollinated plant. Abdurakhmonov et al. reported that the genome-wide average of LD block size of cotton, based on SSR marker at *r*^2^ ≥ 0.1, is less than 4 Mb in the landrace germplasm and larger than 12 Mb in the improved variety germplasm \[[@CR32]\]; whereas the corresponding value in our study was around 163 Kb, much higher resolution than those in the previous studies.

Total heritability analysis for seven cottonseed traits {#Sec4}
-------------------------------------------------------

According to the result of SNP screening by GMDR method for each trait, total 4864 SNPs (996 SNPs for protein, 717 SNPs for oil, 784 SNPs for oleic acid, 889 SNPs for linoleic acid, 1026 SNPs for palmitic acid, 881 SNPs for myristic acid, and 1139 SNPs for stearic acid) were selected and used to perform the subsequent GWAS analysis. A total of 124 significant associated QTSs were identified for the protein content, the oil content, and the fatty acids. In general, all seven cottonseed traits exhibited significant additive and dominance effects; however, the epistatic effects and gene-environment effects, were largely diverse across traits (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}); the broad-sense heritabilities of these traits varied from 71.62 to 93.43%.Table 1Estimated heritability for seven cottonseed traitsTrait$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The protein content was not only regulated by additive and dominance effects, but also by four kinds of epistatic effects (*aa, ad, da, dd*) with total epistatic heritability of 65.18%, in which the heritability of dominance × dominance epistatic effect ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Genetic architecture of the protein content and the oil content {#Sec5}
---------------------------------------------------------------

15 QTSs, consisting of 5 QTSs with significant main-effects of additive or dominance, named individual QTS hereafter, and 6 pairs of QTSs involved in epistatic interaction, named epistatic QTSs hereafter, were detected to be significantly associated with the protein content (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}**,** Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} and Additional file [3](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"}: Table S3). QTS A3_115443958 was identified with the largest additive heritability (−log~10~*p* = 69.59, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ {h}_a^2=5.14\% $$\end{document}$). Of epistatic QTSs, three pairs of QTSs A3_115443958 & D2_383581, A6_29542325 & D8_18888997, and A7_1504479 & D2_383581, accounted for major epistatic heritability of 61.03%. Generally, QTSs involved in epistasis with heritability from 0.12 to 20.16%, also had both additive and dominance effects. In addition to the dominance effect, D2_383581 contributed four kinds of epistatic effects (*aa, ad, da, dd*) through interaction with A3_115443958, wherein the additive-dominance epistasis explained 20.16% heritability, and other 3 kinds of epistasis (*aa, da, dd*) taked effects on the protein together with A7_1504479.Table 2Genome-wide significant QTSs associated with the protein content and the oil content at -log~10~p \> 7 (at least one kind of effect of QTS)TraitQTS^a^Chr.^b^Allele^c^Effect typePredicted effect−log~10~*ph*^*2*^(*%*)ProteinA3_115443958A3T/A*a*1.30269.595.14A6_29542325A6G/A*a*0.4088.160.50A6G/A*d*−0.4771.330.34A7_1504479A7A/G*a*0.3636.590.40A7A/G*d*1.0194.831.57A11_27630663A11A/G*a*0.53514.640.87A11_115510024A11A/G*a*0.54114.950.89D1_616439D1C/T*a*−0.90932.582.50D2_383581D2A/C*d*−1.8428.565.14D3_35705563D3T/C*a*−0.4188.830.53D6_58640083D6G/A*a*0.3235.360.32D6G/A*d*−1.3627.572.81D8_18888997D8G/A*a*0.387.230.44D8G/A*d*−0.5131.350.40A3_115443958 & D2_383581A3 & D2T/A & A/C*aa*−0.2974.150.53A3 & D2T/A & A/C*ad*−2.57911.9820.16A3 & D2T/A & A/C*da*−0.7844.741.86A3 & D2T/A & A/C*dd*1.5161.943.48A6_29542325 & D8_18888997A6 & D8G/A & G/A*dd*3.1678.4415.19A7_1504479 & D2_383581A7 & D2A/G & A/C*aa*−0.1421.310.12A7 & D2A/G & A/C*da*1.5129.176.93A7 & D2A/G & A/C*dd*−2.9023.212.76OilA2_58832915A2G/A*a*0.242.50.16A2G/A*d*−0.8547.790.99A6_124107263A6G/A*a*0.51711.410.73A6G/A*d*−1.2775.812.22A7_110987422A7A/C*a*−0.2563.250.18A9_85081637A9T/C*a*−0.55513.040.84A9T/C*d*0.5631.470.43A13_83121382A13T/C*a*0.76324.581.58A13T/C*d*−3.05718.5212.71A13T/C*de2*−1.9563.255.20A13T/C*de3*1.2621.592.17D3_35705563D3T/C*a*0.1631.570.07D3T/C*d*−1.8348.064.57D6_54108367D6G/A*d*1.6398.423.65D10_18219333D10C/T*a*−0.9840.022.61D12_3388946D12A/G*a*−0.4057.390.45D12A/G*d*−0.6081.370.50D12_41865508D12G/A*a*0.52612.010.75D12G/A*d*0.9112.491.13A3_100487624 & D10_18219333A3 & D10G/A & C/T*aa*−1.20844.597.94A3 & D10G/A & C/T*da*1.71832.678.03A11_34775904 & D9_37961611A11 & D9G/A & C/T*aa*−0.56512.611.74A11 & D9G/A & C/T*ad*− 0.6081.481.00A11 & D9G/A & C/T*da*0.7411.951.49A7_110987422 & A13_83121382A7 & A13A/C & T/C*aa*0.3675.950.73A7 & A13A/C & T/C*ad*−1.4833.635.98A7 & A13A/C & T/C*da*1.3324.794.83A7 & A13A/C & T/C*dd*2.1383.16.21A7 & A13A/C & T/C*ade2*−1.6882.027.76^a^Chromosome. A and D represent A genome and D genome of cotton. ^b^(Major allele/minor allele). ^c^*a* and *d* represent the additive effect and the dominant effect respectively; *aa*, *ad*, *da* and *dd* denote the epistasis effects of the additive × additive, the additive × dominance, the dominance × additive, the dominance × dominance respectively; *de2* and *de*3 denote the interaction effects of the dominance with the second and the third environments respectively; *h*^2^ is the heritability in percentage due to genetic effect of significant QTSFig. 1Network plot of highly significant QTSs associated with seven cottonseed traits. Red dot (square) indicates the QTS expresses additive (dominance) effects, green dot (square) indicates the QTS expresses additive (dominance) by environment interaction effect, blue dot (square) indicates the QTS expresses both additive (dominance) effect and additive (dominance) by environment effect, black dot (square) indicate the QTS doesn't express additive (dominance) effect but interacts with other QTS, red line indicates there is only interaction (epistasis) between genetic components of two QTSs at the ends of the line, green line indicates there is only interaction between epistasis and environment for the ends of the line, blue line indicates there is both epistasis effect and interaction between epistasis and environment for the end of the line

A total of 21 significant QTSs were detected for the oil content, of which were 3 additive QTSs, 1 dominance QTS, 9 QTSs with both additive and dominance effects, and 4 paired epistatic QTSs, respectively (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}**,** Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} and Additional file [3](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"}: Table S3). Except QTS A9_85081637, whose additive heritability was almost twice as much as the dominance heritability, all the other QTSs activating in both additive and dominance exhibited lower additive heritability than their corresponding dominance heritability. Being the largest contributor to the total heritability and expressing the largest dominance heritability, QTS A13_83121382 not only exhibited additive, dominance and dominance-environment interaction effects, but also larger epistatic effects through interaction with A7_110987422 (*aa, ad, da, dd, ade2*). The total heritability of both A13_83121382 and A7_110987422, reached to 47.35%, accounting for over half of the total heritability of cottonseed oil content, indicating the importance of the two epistatic QTSs in regulating oil content. Both the phenotypic and the genotypic correlation analysis revealed significant negative correlation between the protein content and the oil content (*r*~*p*~ =  − 0.63, *r*~*g*~ =  − 0.92) (Additional file [4](#MOESM4){ref-type="media"}: Table S2). Association analysis detected a pleiotropic genetic variant D3_35705563 which contributed a positive additive effect to the protein content and positive additive and negative dominance effects to the oil content.

Genetic architecture of the fatty acids {#Sec6}
---------------------------------------

Based on the above analysis on heritability, it could be concluded that the dominance effect played a core role in regulating the oleic acid. There were total 21 QTSs associated with the oleic acid (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}**,** Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} and Additional file [3](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"}: Table S3), consisting of 17 QTSs with additive or dominance effects, 2 QTSs with both additive effect and additive × environmental effect, 1 pair of QTSs with epistatic effect. Of 10 QTSs with dominance effects, 8 QTSs also contributed additive effects, and each dominance heritability was larger than the corresponding additive heritability except QTS A7_2266630. D3_1889546, contributing to the largest heritability, significantly affected the oleic acid by a positive dominance effect ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ {h}_d^2=20.28\%,d=1.019 $$\end{document}$). QTSs A1_44951529 and A1_85724143 was a unique pair of epistatic QTSs detected with a negative additive × additive effect (*aa* ≅  − 0.186) for the oleic acid, accounting for 2.69% epistatic heritability and 3.33% additive heritability. In the case of the linoleic acid, 21 QTSs were identified in total, including 19 main-effect QTSs and 1 pair of epistatic QTSs. For the oleic acid, the dominance effects predominated the variation, and were mainly attributed to the QTSs exhibiting multiple different effect types, the number of additive QTSs with a *p* value below 1 × 10^− 7^ was more than that of dominance effect QTSs. D4_21291786 and D5_47644432 not only contributed single locus effects, but also strong digenic additive × dominance and dominance × dominance effects which explained heritability of 24.68% for the linoleic acid. The oleic acid was negatively correlated with the linoleic acid in both phenotypic and genotypic effects (*r*~*p*~ =  − 0.54, *r*~*g*~ =  − 0.75) (Additional file [5](#MOESM5){ref-type="media"}: Table S2) and we detected 3 pleiotropic QTSs (D3_1889546, D3_29047260, D4_21291786) associated simultaneously with these two traits (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}**,** Additional file [6](#MOESM6){ref-type="media"}: Table S3). In addition to the negative specific additive effect in environment 1 (*ae*~*1*~) on the linoleic acid, D3_1889546 also exhibited a strong positive dominance effect on the oleic acid and a negative dominance effect on the linoleic acid with the largest dominance heritability 20.28 and 10.76%, respectively. D3_29047260 affected the oleic acid by the additive and environment-specific additive effects, but the linoleic acid by the dominance and environment-specific dominance effects. D4_21291786 was associated with the oleic acid through the significant additive and dominance effects, as well as with the linoleic acid by the significant additive effect and epistatic effects with the D5_47644432.Table 3Genome-wide significant QTSs associated with five fatty acids at -log~10~p \> 7 (at least one kind of effect of QTS)TraitQTS^a^Chr.^b^Allele^c^Effect typePredict value−log~10~*ph*^*2*^(*%*)OleicA1_44951529A1A/G*a*−0.27617.82.98A1_85724143A1C/T*a*0.0942.570.35A3_4717931A3C/T*a*0.1393.990.76A3C/T*d*−0.3998.983.11A7_2266630A7A/G*a*0.28818.183.24A7A/G*d*0.3572.272.48A12_120581335A12G/T*a*−0.27514.452.95A12G/T*d*0.4529.433.99D1_1087912D1C/T*d*0.4787.044.46D1_37367501D1A/G*a*0.1717.291.14D3_1889546D3T/C*d*1.0198.0920.28D5_24437741D5A/G*a*0.26315.412.70D5A/G*d*−0.422.583.45D5_31125264D5G/A*a*−0.0791.590.24D5G/A*d*−0.48.313.11D9_148268D9T/C*a*−0.2289.742.03D9_45944489D9T/C*a*0.1771.13A1_44951529 & A1_85724143A1 & A1A/G & C/T*aa*−0.1868.452.69LinoleicA6_69314946A6T/G*a*−0.26881.10A9_23536520A9G/A*a*0.32510.51.62A12_117532394A12G/A*a*−0.2558.420.99A13_29883619A13T/C*a*0.38816.992.30A13T/C*d*−0.8477.985.49D4_21291786D4G/A*a*−0.35915.411.97D5_47644432D5G/C*d*0.473.671.69D6_59379832D6A/C*a*−0.2759.341.15D6A/C*d*0.8533.635.56D4_21291786 & D5_47644432D4 & D5G/A & G/C*aa*−0.163.210.79D4 & D5G/A & G/C*ad*0.5053.953.89D4 & D5G/A & G/C*dd*1.6182.5320.00PalmiticA1_61493378A1T/G*a*0.2168.31.04A1T/G*d*0.5221.653.06A7_642514A7C/T*a*−0.57251.117.36A11_600080A11A/G*a*0.29312.821.93A12_117532394A12G/A*a*0.26912.831.63A13_119809048A13G/A*a*0.25811.541.50A13G/A*d*1.0256.2711.82D4_10313468D4A/C*a*−0.25410.731.45D4A/C*d*−0.94411.110.02D5_66975738D5A/G*a*−0.25610.591.48D6_10836500D6T/C*a*−0.29214.631.91A7_642514 & D4_10313468A7 & D4C/T & A/C*aa*−0.2197.762.17A7 & D4C/T & A/C*da*0.4072.123.72A7 & D4C/T & A/C*dd*1.8095.8936.79MyristicA1_35871478A1C/T*a*−0.01410.622.54A1C/T*d*−0.0292.335.30A1_54364850A1T/C*a*0.01715.023.52A1_67270927A1T/C*a*−0.0148.522.34A1T/C*d*−0.0121.820.89A7_642514A7C/T*a*−0.0218.614.70A7C/T*d*−0.0293.055.00A8_86207865A8G/A*a*−0.0127.961.78A12_37853320A12G/A*a*0.0062.030.46A12G/A*d*0.0267.34.13A13_19834182A13C/T*a*0.0159.082.92A13C/T*d*−0.02610.994.25StearicA4_17627308A4G/A*a*0.0173.710.84A4G/A*ae1*−0.0458.276.13A4G/A*ae2*−0.0324.533.13A4G/A*ae3*0.0718.9514.79A11_110829220A11A/G*a*0.0257.461.83D1_10742184D1T/A*a*−0.0247.151.74D10_30598593D10T/G*ae1*−0.0191.511.04D10T/G*ae2*−0.0395.184.52D10T/G*ae3*0.0559.849.15D10T/G*de3*0.0351.541.89^a^Chromosome. A represents A genome of cotton and D represents D genome of cotton. ^b^(Major allele/minor allele). ^c^*a*, *d*, *aa*, *ad*, *da* and *dd* denote the additive effect, the dominant effect, the epistasis effects of the additive × additive, the additive × dominance, the dominance × additive, the dominance × dominance respectively; *ae1*, *ae2* and *ae*3 denote the interaction effects of the additive with the first, the second and the third environments respectively, *de3* denotes the interaction effect of the dominance with the third environment. *h*^2^ is the heritability in percentage due to each genetic effect of significant QTSsFig. 2The genetic relationship among six cottonseed traits. The black arrow denotes individual genetic effect; blue brace denotes gene-gene epistatic interaction effect

A total of 8 QTSs with a significant additive effect (−log~10~*p* \> 8.30) were detected for the palmitic acid (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}**,** Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} and Additional file [3](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"}: Table S3). Three QTSs (A1_61493378, A13_119809048 and D4_10313468) showed the concordant effect direction, either positive dominance and additive effects or negative dominance and additive effects. The QTSs A7_642514 and D4_10313468 is a pair of key genetic variants, their total heritability reached 61.51% and explained 71.6% of the total heritability of the palmitic acid. They not only exhibited larger individual additive or dominance effects, as well as very strong epistatic effects, especially the dominance × dominance epistasis explaining as much as 36.79% of heritability.

On the genetic architecture of the myristic acid, 25 QTSs were identified, consisting of 12 QTSs with additive effect only, 10 QTSs with both additive and dominance effects, 1 QTS with additive and additive × environment effect and 1 pair of epistatic QTSs (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}**,** Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} and Additional file [3](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"}: Table S3). A1_35871478, expressing both additive and dominance effects, was the variant which accounted for the largest heritability by dominance effect, followed by A7_642514, whose dominance heritability was 5.00%. QTS pair A3_58421047 and A12_117532407 expressed a significant positive epistatic effect in environment 2 (*aae2*); A3_58421047 had no individual effect, whereas A12_117532407 contributed a positive additive effect, accounting for heritability of 1.47% (Additional file [3](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"}: Table S3). In addition to positive additive effect, A6_26471461 also had positive additive × environmental interaction effect in environment 2, and the interaction heritability ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Different from the genetic basis of the fatty acid component traits discussed above, more genes of the stearic acid were found to be involved in environment interaction (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}**,** Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} and Additional file [3](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"}: Table S3) and no epistatic QTS was detected. Of 22 QTSs detected, 11 QTSs contributed additive or dominance × environment interaction effects. Apart from significant positive additive effect, A4_17627308 was also found to contribute the strongest additive × environment interaction effects in all 3 environments compared with other QTSs, its interaction heritability in environment 3 was larger than those in both environment 1 and environment 2, and the average gene-environment interaction heritability reached to 8%; furthermore, the effect direction of A4_17627308 in environment 3 was opposite to those in environment 1 and environment 2, implying that environment factor should be considered in the utilization of this genetic variant in breeding. QTS D10_30598593 was detected with not only significant additive × environment interaction effect in three environments but also dominance × environment interaction effect in environment 3.

According to the Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, we could find that fatty acids, except the stearic acid, were genetically linked mainly through pleiotropic QTSs and epistatic QTSs. There were in total 10 QTSs related to the genetic correlations of fatty acid composition, wherein, 8 QTSs were involved in the correlation of the linoleic acid with other 3 fatty acids (oleic, palmitic and myristic), indicating the key role of the linoleic acid in the genetic architecture of fatty acids. The A4_16656838 was a pleiotropic variant, which affected the myristic acid by significant additive effect, and the linoleic acid by significant additive and dominance effects. Similarly, the A6_26471461 and the D9_7944 were other two pleiotropic QTSs. The A6_26471461 affected the linoleic acid by significant negative additive effect and the additive × environment interaction effect in both environment 1 and environment 2, and the myristic acid by positive additive and positive additive-environment interaction effects in environment 2; while, the D9_7944 affected the linoleic acid and the myristic acid by opposite additive effects (*a* = 0.225 for the linoleic acid and *a* =  − 0.010 for the myristic acid). In addition, there seemed to exist an indirect genetic pathway connecting the linoleic acid and the myristic acid, in which A12_11753239 regulated the linoleic acid and the palmitic acid by opposite additive effects; while A7_642514 regulated the palmitic acid through individual negative additive effect and epistatic effect with D4_10313468, and also affected the myristic acid through negative additive and dominance effects.

Candidate gene annotation {#Sec7}
-------------------------

16 QTSs were identified in the regions of the annotated genes captured by 124 QTSs of cottonseed traits by using InterProScan (Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}). A7_1504479, located in CDS of gene Gh_A07G0108, is associated with five kinds of protein domains relevant to crop resistance. Within these protein domains, protein kinase, catalytic domain (IPR000719), was found to participate in regulation on the lint yield of cotton in previous study \[[@CR33]\]; Protein kinase-like domain (IPR011009) is related to the salt tolerance mechanism in *Arabidopsis thaliana* or rice \[[@CR34], [@CR35]\]; Kinase-like domain (IPR011009), which was found in cotton boll weevil transcriptome and associated with putative genes underling qNLB8.06~DK888~ of maize, is also relevant to insect control or disease resistance \[[@CR36], [@CR37]\]; Tyrosine-protein kinase, catalytic domain (IPR020635), relevant to A5_22579901, is associated with disease-related gene in rice \[[@CR38]\]. In addition, A5_22579901, located in the CDS region of gene Gh_A05G1876, is associated with peptidase C48, SUMO/Sentrin/Ubl1 protein domain; D1_616439, located in 3'-UTR of gene Gh_D01G0083, encodes pseudouridine synthase family protein. A3_100487624, located in the CDS region of gene Gh_A10G1894, encoding SLC26A/SulP transporter (IPR001902), STAS domain (IPR002645), SLC26A/Sulphate transporter domain (IPR011547), SLC26A/SulP transporter (IPR001902), is associated with the oil content with concordant negative additive and dominance effects. However, A2_58832915 relevant to UDP-glusuronosyl/UDP-glucosyltransferase (IPR002213), and D1_62433793 relevant to light harvesting complex photosystem II, exhibited positive additive and dominance effects on the oil content, respectively.Table 4Candidate genes significantly associated with seven cottonseed traitsTraitQTSCandidate geneLocationInterPro DescriptionProteinA5_22579901Gh_A05G1876CDSPeptidase C48, SUMO/Sentrin/Ubl1 (IPR003653)A7_1504479Gh_A07G0108CDSProtein kinase domain (IPR000719);\
Serine-threonine/tyrosine-protein kinase, catalytic domain (IPR001245);\
Serine/threonine-protein kinase, active site (IPR008271);\
Protein kinase-like domain superfamily (IPR011009);\
Concanavalin A-like lectin/glucanase domain superfamily (IPR013320);\
Protein kinase, ATP binding site (IPR017441);\
Tyrosine-protein kinase, catalytic domain (IPR020635);\
Unknown (IPR002290)D1_616439Gh_D01G00833'-UTRPseudouridine synthase, RsuA/RluB/C/D/E/F (IPR006145);\
Pseudouridine synthase, catalytic domain superfamily (IPR020103)OilA2_58832915Gh_D02G0225CDSUDP-glucuronosyl/UDP-glucosyltransferase (IPR002213)D1_62433793Gh_D01G22325'-UTRChlorophyll A-B binding protein, plant (IPR001344);\
Chlorophyll A-B binding protein (IPR022796);\
Chlorophyll a/b binding domain superfamily (IPR023329);A3_100487624Gh_A10G1894CDSSLC26A/SulP transporter (IPR001902);\
STAS domain (IPR002645); SLC26A/SulP transporter domain (IPR011547);\
Sulphate anion transporter, conserved site (IPR018045); Unknown (IPR030402)OleicA7_2266630Gh_D07G0133intronArmadillo-like helical (IPR011989);\
Uncharacterised domain NUC173 (IPR012978);\
Armadillo-type fold (IPR016024);D1_1087912Gh_D01G0153CDSPentatricopeptide repeat (IPR002885);\
Tetratricopeptide-like helical domain superfamily (IPR011990);\
DYW domain (IPR032867)A12_120581335Gh_A12G2387CDSNAPalmiticD5_66975738Gh_A04G0196CDSTranscription factor GRAS (IPR005202)Palmitic,MyristicA7_642514Gh_A07G0057CDSSmall GTPase superfamily (IPR001806);\
Ran GTPase (IPR002041);\
Small GTPase superfamily, Rho type (IPR003578);\
Unknown (IPR003579);\
Small GTP-binding protein domain (IPR005225);\
Small GTPase superfamily, Ras type (IPR020849);\
P-loop containing nucleoside triphosphate hydrolase (IPR027417)StearicA2_25310067Gh_A02G0110CDSCalreticulin/calnexin (IPR001580);\
Calreticulin/calnexin, P domain superfamily (IPR009033); Calreticulin (IPR009169);\
Concanavalin A-like lectin/glucanase domain superfamily (IPR013320);\
Calreticulin/calnexin, conserved site (IPR018124)A4_17627308Gh_A03G0465intronTransferase (IPR003480);\
Chloramphenicol acetyltransferase-like domain superfamily (IPR023213);A11_32647777Gh_D13G1997up1kMCM domain (IPR001208);\
DNA replication licensing factor Mcm (IPR008048);\
Nucleic acid-binding, OB-fold (IPR012340); Mini-chromosome maintenance, conserved site (IPR018525);\
P-loop containing nucleoside triphosphate hydrolase (IPR027417);\
MCM N-terminal domain (IPR027925);\
Mini-chromosome maintenance protein (IPR031327);A13_33729709Gh_Sca004725G01intronTransferase (IPR003480);\
Chloramphenicol acetyltransferase-like domain superfamily (IPR023213);D1_10742184Gh_A06G1283up1kHomeobox domain (IPR001356);\
START domain (IPR002913);\
Homeobox-like domain superfamily (IPR009057);\
START-like domain superfamily (IPR023393)NA: not available

QTS A7_2266630, which was associated with the oleic acid and had larger additive heritability than the dominance heritability, is located in the intron of Gh_D07G0133, encoding Armadillo-like helical (IPR011989), Uncharacterised protein domain (IPR012978) and Armadillo-type fold (IPR016024). Another QTS, D1_1087912 that exhibited positive dominance effect (*d* = 0.478), is located in the CDS of Gh_D01G0153, which encodes Pentatricopeptide repeat (IPR002885), Tetratricopeptide-like helical domain superfamily (IPR011990) and DYW domain (IPR032867). D5_66975738 that was significantly associated with the palmitic acid by negative additive effect (*a* =  − 0.256, −log~10~*p* = 10.59)is located in the CDS of Gh_A04G0196. Pleiotropic A7_642514, affecting both the palmitic acid and the myristic acid, is located in the CDS of Gh_A07G0057, which encodes IPR001806, IPR002041, IPR003577, IPR003578, IPR003579, IPR005225, IPR020849 and IPR027417. For the stearic acid, A4_17627308 is located in the intron of Gh_A03G0465 and its annotated functions are transferase (IPR003480) and Chloramphenicol acetyltransferase-like domain superfamily (IPR023213); A2_25310067 is located in the CDS of Gh_A02G0110, whose function is Calreticulin/calnexin (IPR001580), Calreticulin/calnexin, P domain superfamily (IPR009033), Calreticulin (IPR009169), Concanavalin A-like lectin/glucanase domain superfamily (IPR013320), Calreticulin/calnexin, conserved site (IPR018124); in addition, there are other three candidate genes (Gh_D13G1997, Gh_Sca004725G01 and Gh_A06G1283) which are involved in the regulation on the stearic acid.

Prediction of superior genotype for seven cottonseed traits {#Sec8}
-----------------------------------------------------------

In order to assess the potential of these identified QTSs in genetic and molecular improvement of cottonseed traits, we conducted molecular design and genotypic value evaluation on the general superior homozygous line (GSL), the general superior hybrid line (GSH), the environment-specific superior homozygous line (SL) and the environment-specific superior hybrid line (SH), based on genetic effects of QTSs \[[@CR39]\].

On the genetic architecture of seven cottonseed traits, genotypic values were consistently observed across three environments for the protein and the palmitic acid, because of no significant gene × environment interaction, whereas the genotypic values of other 5 traits varied (Additional file [5](#MOESM5){ref-type="media"}: Table S4). Obviously, both the pure line (homozygous genotype: QQ, qq, and SL) and the hybrid line (SH) possessed potential to improve 7 cottonseed traits, and hybrid line exhibited more advantages than the pure line in terms of the range of genetic values achieved in designed lines. The oleic acid and the myristic acid had the highest SH and the highest SL value in environment 1 or in environment 2 respectively. Analogously, the linoleic acid and the stearic acid, influenced by both the additive × environment and the dominance × environment interaction effects, could achieve the highest SH and SL values in environment 2 or in environment 3. Different from other traits influenced by gene × environment interaction, the genotypic values of both SL and SH (SL(+) and SH(+)) remained constant across 3 environments for the oil content.

Because there was no significant gene × environment interaction for the protein content and the palmitic acid, the designed superior genotypes (GSL(+), GSH(+)) based on genetic main effects of QTSs would keep unchanged in every environment (Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"} and Additional file [6](#MOESM6){ref-type="media"}: Table S5). Notably, although the oil content, the oleic acid, and the myristic acid were influenced by gene × environment interaction, the same superior homogenous genotypes for all three environments could be designed, as well as superior hybrid genotypes, for each trait, respectively. To design QTS genotype for synchronous improvement of multiple cottonseed traits, it is evaluable to classify all other detected QTSs into two groups, one consists of non-pleiotropic QTS and the other consists of pleiotropic QTS. The designed genotypes for each QTS residing in the regions of annotated genes were presented in the upper part above the middle split line of the Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"} and the lower part for the pleiotropic QTSs. The Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"} showed that selecting AA at the A7_1504479, TT at the D1_616439, and AA at the A5_22579901 could achieve the maximum genetic value of the protein content by the superior homozygous lines; similarly, GG at the A2_58832915, and AA at the A3_100487624 would be preferred for homozygous lines for the oil content, GG at the D5_66975738 for the palmitic acid, AA at the A13_128192242 for the myristic acid; however, GG and AG at the D1_62433793 were optimal for the superior homozygous lines and the superior hybrids for the oil content, respectively, and similar designs could be found at A7_2266630, A12_120581335, and D1_1087912 for the oleic acid.Table 5The genotypes achieving the maximum genetic value in designed lines at the QTSs in annotated genes and the QTSs with pleiotropic effectsQTSTraitGSL(+)SL(+)1SL(+)2SL(+)3GSH(+)SH(+)1SH(+)2SH(+)3A7_1504479ProteinAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAD1_616439ProteinTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTA5_22579901ProteinAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA7_642514PalmiticTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTD5_66975738PalmiticGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGA2_58832915OilGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGA3_100487624OilAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAD1_62433793OilGGGGGGGGAGAGAGAGA7_2266630OleicAAAAAAAAAGAGAGAGA12_120581335OleicTTTTTTTTGTGTGTGTD1_1087912OleicCCCCCCCCCTCTCTCTA7_642514MyristicTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTA13_128192242MyristicAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA2_25310067StearicCCCCCCCCCCCCCTCCA4_17627308StearicGGAAAAGGGGAAAAGGA11_32647777StearicGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGA13_33729709StearicTTCCTTTTTCTCTCTCD1_10742184StearicAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAD3_35705563OilTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTD3_35705563ProteinCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA4_16656838MyristicGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGA4_16656838LinoleicAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA6_26471461MyristicAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA6_26471461LinoleicGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGA12_117532394PalmiticGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGA12_117532394LinoleicAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAD9_7944MyristicTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTD9_7944LinoleicCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCD3_29047260OleicTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTD3_29047260LinoleicTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTA7_642514PalmiticTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTA7_642514MyristicTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTD4_10313468PalmiticCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCD4_21291786OleicGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGD4_21291786LinoleicAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAD5_47644432LinoleicGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGD3_1889546OleicTTTTTTTTTCTCTCTCD3_1889546LinoleicTTCCTTTTTTCCTTTTGSL and GSH stand for the superior homozygous line and the superior hybrid without consideration of gene by environment interaction respectively; SL and SH stand for the environment-specific superior homozygous line and the environment-specific superior hybrid with consideration of gene by environment interaction respectively; the sign "+" in parentheses denotes the line could achieve the maximum genetic value in all designed genotypes; the number 1,2, and 3 at the right of the parentheses are environment codes; the upper part above the middle line of the table is for the QTSs residing in annotated genes; the lower part is for the QTSs exhibiting pleiotropic effects

On the linoleic acid and the stearic acid, the designed genotypes at most QTSs exhibited greater consistency across different environments except QTS D3_1889546 for the linoleic acid and 7 QTSs (A2_25310067, A4_135747886, A4_17627308, A12_78651650, D5_44746794, D10_5643096, D10_30598593) (Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}, Additional file [6](#MOESM6){ref-type="media"}: Table S5) for the stearic acid. On the stearic acid, the design of superior genotype was more complex due to gene-environment interaction. For example, CC at A2_25310067 was preferred for achieving the maximum genetic value of the stearic acid for the superior homozygous lines (GSL, SL) and the superior hybrids (GSH, SH) in environment 1 and 3, whereas CT was better in environment 2 for the superior hybrids.

Pleiotropic genes make it more difficult to conduct synchronous improvement of multiple crop traits. Out of 11 pleiotropic QTSs (Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}), the genotypes of 5 QTSs (D3_35705563, A4_16656838, A6_26471461, A12_117532394 and D9_7944), exhibited identical across superior lines (GSL, SL, GSH, SH) for same trait, but completely different between correlated traits. For example, CC at D3_35705563 was preferred for achieving the maximum genetic value of the protein content, but completely different genotype TT for the oil content, which was in concert with the negative genetic correlation between two traits. Selecting TT at D3_29047260 was a better choice to improve the linoleic acid, and the oleic acid simultaneously. On selection of epistatic effect between A7_642514 and D4_10313468, TT at A7_642514 together with CC at D4_10313468 was preferred for both the palmitic acid and the myristic acid; likewise, selecting GG at D5_47644432 together with GG or AA at D4_21291786 for the oleic acid and for the linoleic acid, respectively, was preferred. TT in superior homogenous design (GSL, SL) and TC in superior hybrid design (GSH, SH) were preferred in all environments for the oleic acid.

Myristic acid and palmitic acid could increase the level of low-density lipoprotein (LDL) cholesterol in serum, it is desired to reduce the components of myristic acid and palmitic acid in cottonseed for human health; thus, the optimal genotypes are expected to lower myristic acid and palmitic acid of cottonseed, which are provided in the Additional file [7](#MOESM7){ref-type="media"}**:** Table S6. Such information on designed genotypes will bring new insight into the molecular improvement of cottonseed traits.

Discussion {#Sec9}
==========

Mixed linear model approach has been successfully applied in linkage mapping of complex traits, including seed traits in crops \[[@CR32], [@CR40], [@CR41]\]. Because of the advantages of the mixed linear model approach in aggregating total genetic effects of numerous genetic variants scattered in the whole genome and dealing with covariates, such as age, sex and population stratification, many tools have been developed based on mixed linear model for estimating total genetic heritability and performing genome wide association mapping \[[@CR42]--[@CR45]\]. However, genetic effects due to epistasis or gene × environment interaction (interactions of one gene or two paired genes with environment) are ignored in most of these methods, such as the method proposed by Lü et al. \[[@CR45]\], whose model ignored the interaction of epistasis with environment \[[@CR42]--[@CR45]\]. More recently, the method proposed by Zhang et al. \[[@CR46]\] included effects of additive, dominance, epistasis and their interaction effects with environment in a mixed linear model to conduct genome wide association mapping and the corresponding software QTXNetowork has been available ([http://ibi.zju.edu.cn/software/](http://ibi.zju.edu.cn/software)). Thus, our study employed this new method and software to explore intricate genetic architecture of cottonseed traits. Although relatively small compared with the main effects of an individual locus (e.g., additive and dominance) for most of the cottonseed traits studied, significant epistatic effects and gene-environment interactions were detected, justifying the effectiveness of the method we employed.

It should be noted that we first performed filtering on total \~ 390 K SNPs using the generalized multifactor dimensionality reduction (GMDR) \[[@CR47], [@CR48]\], and then the filtered SNPs were used in association mapping by the QTXNetwork. The effectiveness of this strategy has been simulated and confirmed recently \[[@CR49]\]. Considering the influence of potential population stratification on association mapping, we conducted population stratification analysis based on 203,021 unlinked SNPs and two subpopulations were found in the 316 accessions (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}**:** Figure S2). Under the assumption of two subpopulations existent in our cotton population, chi-square test was applied to investigate significance of difference in genotypic frequency between subpopulations at the QTSs detected by our strategy. It was observed that the *p*-values of 120 of 124 QTSs were not significant after Bonferroni adjustment (*p*-value \< 2.46 × 10^− 7^); However, 4 QTSs (A11_110829220, A13_21415280, D10_30598593 and D10_5643096) had significant difference in frequency between subpopulations.

It has been well documented that epistasis and gene by environment interaction are mostly involved in the genetic architecture of most agronomic, yield and quality traits in crops. Liu et al. reported that 12 QTLs were detected for the protein content using IF~2~ population, of which 6 QTLs interacted with environment \[[@CR7]\]. Zeng et al. (2016) investigated the association of SNPs in *GhSus* family genes with fiber- and seed-related traits in 277 upland cotton accessions by epistatic association mapping (EAM) model. For cottonseed-related traits, one main-effect quantitative trait nucleotides (QTNs) and one epistatic QTN were found to be associated with seed oil content and protein content respectively, but no significant one-dimensional gene by environment interaction was found \[[@CR29]\]. In our study, in addition to additive or dominance effect, we also detected significant epistatic effects on the oil content and the protein content; however, significant epistasis × environment interaction effect was detected only on the oil content and not on the protein content. These results may be due to the difference in environmental factors and genetic materials employed in these studies.

Bioinformatics analysis showed that the QTS A7_1504479, is located in the CDS of gene Gh_A07G0108, and associated with protein domains relevant to resistance mechanism in rice, maize, etc.; thus, further study on Gh_A07G0108 may reveal more information about resistance mechanism of cotton. Many studies have detected negative correlation between the protein content and the oil content in cottonseed and other oil crops, such as in soybean and sesame \[[@CR8], [@CR12], [@CR14], [@CR50]\]. Our study detected the key QTS D3_35705563 controlling these two traits by additive and dominance effects simultaneously. Both the oleic acid and the linoleic acid have medical efficacy in lowering LDL-cholesterol, thus they could reduce one's risk of cardiovascular disease. Oleic acid could be converted into linoleic acid by the delta-12 fatty acid desaturase gene \[[@CR51], [@CR52]\], this genetic relationship might be related to 3 significant pleiotropic QTSs (D3_1889546, D3_29047260, D4_21291786) which affect both traits by additive effect, dominance effect, epistatic effect, as well as gene × environmental effect.

Currently, some studies have reported that variation of complex traits result from non-coding regulatory variants more frequently than from coding sequence polymorphisms \[[@CR53]\]. Similarly, our study also found that most QTSs accounting for significant heritability are located in non-coding region and play a key role in dissection of the genetic regulation mechanism and the relationship among traits. Further studies, including the functional verification of annotated genes through molecular experiments and the QTL-GWAS joint analysis will be necessary for us to identify the real causal variants.

Conclusions {#Sec10}
===========

In summary, this study has detected significant epistasis and gene by environment interactions in the genetic architecture of seven cottonseed traits using association analysis based on a QTS full model and high density SNPs in cotton. The results on the genetic information of the distinguished variants and the superior genotype design provide new vision on the molecular mechanism and insight into marker-assisted selection (MAS) strategy on efficient molecular improvement of the traits in cotton.

Methods {#Sec11}
=======

Plant materials and phenotyping {#Sec12}
-------------------------------

316 tetraploid cotton accessions were selected according to the diversity in geographical origins, phenotypic variation, which were provided by the National Cotton Mid-term GeneBank (Anyang, Henan, China). In 2009, all accessions were planted with three replicates in 3 regions of three China provinces (E1 = Anyang of Henan (114.35^。^E,36.10^。^N), E2 = Kuche of Xinjiang (82.97^。^E,41.68^。^N), E3 = Nanjing of Jiangsu (118.46^。^E,32.03^。^N). The seeds of each replicate were collected and the protein, the oil (total of all fatty acid) and its components including oleic acid, linoleic acid, palmitic acid, myristic acid and stearic acid were tested three times each replicate. The names of all 316 accessions and the summary statistics of seven seed traits were presented in the supplement file (Additional file [8](#MOESM8){ref-type="media"}: Fig. S1, Additional file [9](#MOESM9){ref-type="media"}: Table S1).

The seed kernel proteins of 316 accessions were determined by Kjeldahl method referred to National food safety standard determination of protein in foods (GB 5009.5--2010). The seed kernel oil was measured by reference to animal and vegetable fats and oils\--determination of moisture and volatile matter content (GB/T 9696--2008/ISO662:1998). The contents of seed kernel fatty acids including almitic, linoleic, oleic, myristic, stearic etc. in each accessions were assayed by gas chromatography (GC) using a 7890A chromatograph (Agilent tech., Wilmington, USA) according to the national standard for animal and vegetable fats and oils analysis by gas chromatography of methyl esters of fatty acids (GN/T17377--2008/ISO5508:1990, IDT) and national standard for fatty acid test in the food (GB 5009.168--2016). This measurement was carried out by the Laboratory of Quality & Safty Risk Assessment for Oilseed Products (Wuhan), MOA, PR China. Since the absolute concentration is not the crucial factor for the fatty acids in 316 accession population, the internal normalization method was employed as a quantitative tool for relative amounts estimation of fatty acids analysis in this research.

The peaks of different fatty acids were estimated by the reference for retention time and relative retention time of certain fatty acids. The reference for retention time (min) of the myristic acid, the palmitic acid, the stearic acid, the oleic acid and the linoleic acid, are 32.45, 38.81, 42.27, 44.38, and 47.73, respectively. The calculation for fatty acid components as follows, and the absolute difference of two experiment replications is less than 10% of arithmetic mean value,$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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where *X*~*i*~ is the content of a certain ingredient (%), *A*~*i*~ is the peak area of a certain ingredient, ∑*A* is the total area of all ingredients.

Genotyping by sequencing {#Sec13}
------------------------

Total genomic DNA was extracted from the leaf tissues of 316 accessions using CTAB method with some modifications; the sequencing on all the accessions was conducted in 2013. The paired-end reads were mapped to the reference genome of *G. arboreum* (v1.0, <http://cgp.genomics.org.cn>/) and G. *raimondii* (v2.0, <http://www.phytozome.net/>) by the software BWAv0.5.927. SNP calling procedure was carried out with realSFS (v0.983, <http://128.32.118.212/thorfinn/realSFS/>) based on the Bayesian estimation. SNPs matching the following criteria were removed for quality control: (1) sequencing depth is greater than 6500× or less than 60×; (2) the distance between two adjacent SNP loci is shorter than 5 bp; (3) the call rate is less than 70% in the whole population; (4) the proportion of its heterozygous genotypes is more than 30%; and (5) minor allele frequency (MAF) is less than 0.01. Eventually, a total of 390,612 SNPs were obtained for association analysis.

Population structure analysis {#Sec14}
-----------------------------

The software PLINK \[[@CR25]\] was applied in calculation of LD measured by the average pairwise correlation coefficient (*r*^2^), and selection of unlinked SNPs. The possible population structure was analyzed by the fastStructure software \[[@CR54]\]. After excluding SNPs that have a *r*^2^ value larger than 0.1 with any other SNP within a 50-SNP sliding window, a total of 203,021 SNPs were retained. The hypothetical number of subpopulations (*K*) from 1 to 10 was performed at five independent run iterations using 203,021 unlinked SNPs by the fastStructure. The output of the fastStructure was used to estimate *K* according to the method described by Raj et al. \[[@CR54]\].

Association mapping {#Sec15}
-------------------

Mixed linear approach was used in the GWAS on seven cottonseed traits of 316 accessions. The statistical model consists of the effects of environment, additive, dominance, additive × additive, additive × dominance, dominance × additive, and dominance × dominance epistatic effects, as well as their interactions with environments. The genetic effects were treated as fixed effects, and the environment effects and gene-environment interactions as random effects. Suppose one surveyed trait is controlled by *s* loci (QTSs), then, the phenotype *y*~*kh*~ of the *k*-th genotype in the *h*-th environment can be expressed by following mixed linear model:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Where *μ* is the population mean; *a*~*i*~ and *d*~*i*~ are the additive and the dominance effects of the *i*-th QTS, with coefficients $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The software QTXNetwork, developed for the mixed linear model-based association analysis method by Zhang et al. \[[@CR46]\], was employed to analyze the above model. Since the number and the positions of all significant SNPs involved in variation of the surveyed trait are unknown, the QTXNetwork first use 1-dimensional and 2-dimensional genome scanning to distinguish all candidate SNPs with significant single-locus effects and all paired SNPs with significant epistatic effects; finally, a full QTS model was established to estimate all quantitative trait SNP (QTS) parameters. The detail of this mapping strategy can refer to the paper by Zhang et al. \[[@CR46]\].

In order to alleviate enormous computational burden and exponentially increased multiple testing for detecting epistasis, we used generalized multifactor dimensionality reduction method (GMDR) \[[@CR47]\] and the corresponding software GMDR-GPU to screen potential trait-associated SNPs \[[@CR48]\]; In order to screen SNPs potentially associated with the traits as many as possible, two different scanning strategies for GMDR analysis were separately conducted, at the level of three dimensional interaction, for each traits; one is ignoring environmental factor and the other is including environmental factor as a covariate in the GMDR model. Then, all screened SNPs by two strategies were used in association analysis by the QTXNetwork software \[[@CR46]\]. In order to control the experiment-wise type I error rate, 1000 permutation testing for each SNP and each pair of SNPs were employed to determine the empirical threshold value of the F-statistic at the experiment significance level of 0.05. Finally, a full QTS model was established by all significant QTSs and the genetic effects of QTSs were predicted using a Monte Carlo Markov Chain method with 20,000 Gibbs sampler iterations.
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